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Abstract
In this paper, we shall investigate some potential theory for time change of
Markov processes. Under weak duality, it is proved that the jumping measure and
Feller measure are actually independent of time change, and the jumping measure of
a time changed process induced by a PCAF supported on V coincides with the sum
of the Feller measure on V and the trace of the original jumping measure on V .
1. Introduction
In this paper we shall mainly discuss some properties concerning to time change
of Markov processes under weak duality setting. Roughly in §2 we first give a for-
mula which describes how energy functionals of the process and time changed process
are related to each other. We then prove that jumping measure is independent of time
change induced by (strictly increasing) CAF’s. In §3 Feller measure on a set is intro-
duced and it is proved that Feller measure is also independent of time change induced
by (strictly increasing) CAF’s. Finally in §4 using the invariance of jumping measure
and Feller measure, we give an expression of the jumping measure of a time changed
process. This generalizes a result in [10].
To explain the motivation behind this work, let us first present the classical Douglas
integral ([5]):
(1.1) 1
2
Z
D
jrH f (x)j2 dx = 1
2
Z
DDnd
( f ( )  f ())2 N ( , ) d d,
where H f denotes the harmonic function on the planar unit disk D with boundary
value f and N ( , ) = 1=(4(1   cos(   ))). In 1962, J.L. Doob [4] extended for-
mula (1.1) to the case where D is a general Green space and D is its Martin boundary
by adopting as U the Naim kernel, which was identified with the Feller kernel soon
after by Fukushima in [8]. The Feller kernel had been introduced by W. Feller [6] for
the minimal Markov process on a countable state space for the purpose of describing
all possible boundary conditions on some ideal boundaries. In the recent work [10],
the Douglas integral has been generalized to the case of symmetric diffusions using
the Feller measure introduced there.
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It should be mentioned that in symmetric case, the identification has been done
in [1]. A recent work of Chen-Fukushima-Ying [2] proved the identification in fairly
general setting. However our approach is very different from theirs.
2. Invariance of jumping measure under time change
Let X and ˆX be two Borel right Markov processes on the state space (E , E ) with
transition semigroup (Pt ) and ( ˆPt ), in weak duality, namely, for any non-negative mea-
surable function f , g on E , it holds that
(Pt f , g)m = ( f , ˆPt g)m ,
where (  ,  )m denotes the inner product in L2(E , m). Without loss of generality, we
assume that they are both realized on the same probability space, and only differ by
their probability laws fPx g and f ˆPx g. A consequence of this duality is that t 7! X t has
left limits on (0,1) for Pm-almost all sample paths (see, e.g., [17]). We shall always
use ˆ or prefix ‘co-’ to denote the dual objects. Since their roles are symmetric, the
conclusion holds for X should also hold accordingly for the dual ˆX . The measure
m is usually called the duality measure. For the terminologies and notations such as
excessive measures, excessive functions, additive functional, Revuz measures, energy
functionals, appeared in the sequel, we refer readers to [13]. For general theory of
Markov processes and time change, please refer to [16] and §65 in it.
Let A be a positive continuous additive functional (PCAF in short) of X with fine
support V , which is finely perfect, and  the right continuous inverse of A. Let Y the
time change of X by  or A, namely
Y = (, F , F
t , Xt , t , P
x ),
which is a right process on V . Let u := mA be the Revuz measure of A with respect
to m, which is supported on V . This PCAF A has a natural unique duality ˆA (refer
to [12]), a PCAF of ˆX , which has  as its Revuz measure with respect to m. Hence
the process Y has a natural duality ˆY , which is the time change of ˆX by ˆA, with  as
the duality measure.
Assume that A is strictly increasing or finely supported on E . In this case the in-
verse of A is also continuous and time change is invertible, namely X is a time change
of Y . Hence X and Y are actually time change of each other. By the Blumenthal-
Getoor-McKean theorem (Theorem 5.1 in [3]), if both Y and Z are time change of
X by strictly increasing PCAF’s, then Y is a time change of Z . Hence time change
by strictly increasing PCAF is an equivalence relation in the space of all Borel right
processes on E .
It is easy to verify by the identity t Æ s + s that if H is a PCAF of X , then
Ht : t 7! Ht is an additive functional of Y , but not necessarily continuous. If both
A and B are PCAF’s with fine support V , respective inverse  and  and respective
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time change Y and Z , then B

is an AF of Y . However B

is actually continuous and
strictly increasing, since B has the same fine support as A and is constant on interval
(t , t ) for any t > 0. Hence Z is a time change of Y by a strictly increasing PCAF.
The energy functional of a right process is important in probabilistic potential the-
ory. For the definition and properties, refer to [13]. Let L X and LY denote the energy
functional of X and Y , respectively. It is easy to check that  is excessive for Y and
if A is strictly increasing, m is the Revuz measure of  , a PCAF of Y , relative to . If
nU " m, then nUA "  (refer to [13]), where UA is the potential operator of A and
is nothing but the potential operator of Y , since a change of variable gives an identity
Ex
Z
1
0
f (X
t ) dt = Ex
Z
1
0
f (X t ) d At .
We shall now state a lemma. Note that part (2) was actually proved in [7].
Lemma 2.1. Assume that A is a strictly increasing PCAF.
(1) If X and Y are transient, then X and Y have the same class of excessive func-
tions, and the same class of excessive measures. Furthermore, their energy functionals
satisfy that for any excessive function h,
L X (m, h) = LY (u, h).
(2) If H is an AF of X , then the Revuz measure  X ,mH of H computed against X and
its excessive measure m coincides the Revuz measure Y ,H

of H

computed against Y
and its excessive measure .
Proof. (1) Denote by U Y the potential operator of Y . It is known that U Y = UA.
Hence any potential of Y is excessive for X , and it follows that an excessive function
of Y is excessive for X due to the transience. The converse is true since X is also a
time change of Y . By the transience again, there exists a sequence fng of measures
such that nU " m. Then nU Y "  and
L X (m, h) = lim
n
n(h) = lim
n
LY (nU Y , h) = LY (u, h).
(2) We first assume that X is transient. For any non-negative measurable function
f on E , (refer to [13]),

X ,m
H ( f ) = L(m, UH f ).
However a change of variable proves
UH f (x) = Ex
Z
1
0
f (X t ) d Ht
= Ex
Z
1
0
f (X
t ) d Ht = U YH

f (x).
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It then follows from (1) that

X ,m
H ( f ) = L(m, UH f ) = LY
 
, U YH

f  = Y ,H

( f ).
In general, let X1 be 1-subprocess of X . Then the potential of X1 is U 1, which is
proper, i.e., X1 is transient. The Revuz measure of H computed against X1 and m
is the same as  X ,mH . Let fPx1g be the 1-subprocess measure on (, F ). Since fPx1g
is equivalent to fPx1g, A is a PCAF for 1-subprocess. Let us compute the potential of
time change Y 0 of subprocess by A. For f 2 E+ and x 2 E , we have
Ex1
Z
1
0
e qt f (X
t ) dt = Ex1
Z
1
0
e q At f (X t ) d At
= Ex
Z
1
0
e q At e t f (X t ) d At
= Ex
Z x
0
e qt e t f (Yt ) dt .
It follows that Y 0 is a subprocess of Y killed by a continuous decreasing multiplicative
functional (e t ) of Y . Then the Revuz measure of H

computed against Y 0 and  is
the same as one against Y and . That completes the proof.
We may simply write  X ,mH as mH , and 
Y ,
H

as 

H

. We now turn to Lévy system.
It is known as in §73 of [16], there exists a Lévy system of X which characterizes
how X jumps. A kernel n on E and a PCAF H of X , (n, H ), is called a Lévy system
of X if for any (Ft )-predictable process Z = (Z t ), it holds that for any function F on
E  E vanishing on the diagonal, and x 2 E
(2.1) Ex
X
t<1
Z t F(X t , X t ) = Ex
Z
1
0
Z t nF(X ) d Ht ,
where nF(x) := RE F(x , y) n(x , dy). The jumping measure of X , a measure on E  E
not charging on the diagonal, is defined as
J (F) := lim
t#0
1
t
Em
X
0<st
F(Xs , Xs).
From (2.1), it follows that J (dx ,dy) = n(x ,dy)mH (dx), where mH is the Revuz measure
of H relative to m. It is easy to see that (n, H

) is a Lévy system of Y . The next result
shows that the jumping measure is independent of time change.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that A and B are two PCAF with the same fine support
V and Y , Z are their respective time changed processes on V . Then the jumping mea-
sures, J Y and J Z , of Y and Z with respect to their duality measure respectively are
identical.
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Proof. Since Y and Z are time change of each other by strictly increasing PCAF’s,
we may assume that A is strictly increasing and prove that Y has the same jumping
measure as X . By the theorem above,
J Y (dx , dy) = n(x , dx) H

(dx) = n(x , dy) mH (dx) = J (dx , dy).
That completes the proof.
The easy consequence is that jumping measure (relative to natural excessive mea-
sure) is invariant under time change induced by strictly increasing CAF.
3. Invariance of Feller measure under time change
Fix a finely open set D and denote V = Dc and T := TV the hitting time of V .
Assume that Px (T < +1) = 1 for any x 2 E and V is finely perfect, i.e., any point of
V is regular for V . Let
Qt (x , A) := Px (X t 2 A, t < T ), x 2 D, A  D
the transition semigroup of X D (the restriction of X on D). Clearly X D and ˆX D are
also in weak duality with respect to the measure m D := 1D m. Let  be an excessive
measure of X D . Then for any f 2 E+(V),
t 7!
1
t
P(T  t , f (XT ))
is decreasing and there exists a unique measure, denoted by T , on V such that for
any f 2 E+(C),


T ( f ) = limt#0
1
t
P(T  t , f (XT )).
The measure T may be called the Revuz measure of T with respect to .
Let PqV denote the q-balayage operator on E , i.e.,
PqV (x , A) := Px (e qT 1A(XT )), x 2 D, A 2 E .
Then PqV (x ,  ) is carried by V , since V is finely closed. It is easy to verify that PqV f
is a q-excessive function for X D . It follows then that PV f  m D is an excessive mea-
sure for ˆX D (or co-excessive measure for X D) and similarly ˆPV f m D is an excessive
measure for X D . Hence there exists a unique measure N on V  V such that, for
f , g 2 E+(V ),
N (g 
 f ) = lim
t#0
1
t
E
ˆPV gm D ( f (XT ), T  t).
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The right hand side is actually the co-Revuz measure of T with respect to the X D-
excessive measure ˆPV g  m D . The measure N may be called the Feller measure on V
with respect to m, since its definition is similar to the well-known Feller kernel.
Let L D be the energy functional of X D which is a function on excessive mea-
sures and functions of X D . For any excessive function uˆ of ˆX D , uˆ m is an excessive
measure of X D and hence we define, for any excessive functions v of X D
L D(uˆ, u) := L D(uˆ  m D , v),
which is a function on co-excessive and excessive functions of X D . It follows that
N (g 
 f ) = L D( ˆPV g, PV f ) = ˆL D(PV f , ˆPV g)
the second equality follows from duality. The argument in this part about Feller mea-
sure is similar to that in §2 of [10], though the process considered there is symmetric.
We shall now prove that Feller measure is also independent of time change. Let
A be a strictly increasing CAF and Y a time change of X as in §2. It is known that A
has a dual ˆA, which is also a strictly increasing CAF corresponding to , i.e., ˆm
ˆA = .
Then ˆY , the time change of ˆX by the inverse ˆ of ˆA, and Y are in weak duality with
respect to .
Theorem 3.1. The Feller measure is independent of time change. Precisely if N Y
is the Feller measure of Y on V , then N Y = N .
Proof. First of all, since the process and its time change have identical hitting
distributions, PYV = PV and ˆP
ˆY
V =
ˆPV . It is known from [14] that  ˆhmH = ˆh  mH if ˆh is
an excessive function for ˆX . It is known from [7] or [18] that  ˆPV gm DA = ˆPV g D . We
then need to check that time change and killing upon leaving D commute. Let T 0 be
the hitting time of Y to V . Then
T 0 = infft > 0: Yt 2 V g = infft > 0: X (t ) 2 V g
= inffAt : X t 2 V g = AT .
Let Z be time change of the killed process X D by A. But X D = (, F , Ft , X t , t ,Qx )
and Qx H = Px (H Æ kT ) where H 2 F and (kt ) are the killing operators (refer to §61
of [16]). Let us compute the potential of Z . For any f 2 E+ and q > 0, we have
Qx
Z
1
0
e qt f (X
t ) dt = Qx
Z
1
0
e q At f (X t ) d At
= Px
Z T
0
e q At f (X t ) d At = Px
Z AT
0
e qt f (X
t ) dt .
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Therefore the potential operator of Z is the same as the one of Y killed at AT = T 0,
i.e., time change and killing commute.
Denote now by (LY )D the energy functional of Y killed upon leaving D, and (L D)Y
the other way. By Theorem 2.1 (1), we have
N Y (g 
 f ) = (LY )D  ˆP ˆYV g  D , PYV f

= (LY )D( ˆPV g  D , PV f )
= (L D)Y ( ˆPV g  D , PV f )
= L D
 

ˆPV gm D
A , PV f

= L D( ˆPV g  m D , PV f ) = N (g 
 f ).
That completes the proof.
4. Jumping measure of time changed process
We now assume that both X and its dual ˆX are conservative. In this case, m is
actually invariant for both. For any AF A, Pm
R t
0 f (Xs) d As is linear in t . Hence the
Revuz measure can written as mA ( f ) = Em
R 1
0 f (Xs) d As . For any ! 2 , we define
M(!) = ft 2 [0,1) : X t (!) 2 V g.
Clearly the relatively open set M(!)c in [0,1) consists of all of excursion intervals
away from F of the sample path !. We denote by I the set of left endpoints of ex-
cursion intervals in Mc. M is homogeneous, i.e., M Æ s + s = M if M  [s,1). I is
also homogeneous.
For t > T , we define
L(t) := sup[0, t] \ M
and
R(t) := inf(t ,1) \ M = inffs > t : Xs 2 V g
with the convention that inf ; = 1. When t > T , we call (L(t), R(t)) the excursion
straddling on t . Clearly t 7! R(t) is right continuous and increasing and it is easy to
verify that R(t) = T Æ t + t , and that for any s, t  0, R(t) Æ s + s = R(t + s). Due
to the right continuity, X R(t) 2 V on fR(t) < 1g. We can also see that, for t > T ,
R(t ) < R(t) if and only if t 2 I and in this case t = R(t ) = L(t). We shall further
verify that Px -a.s. X R(t )  2 V for every t > T with R(t) <1 for m-a.e. x 2 E .
Define the inverse operator at t ,
t!(s) := !((t   s) ),
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or Xs Æ t = X (t s) , s 2 [0, t). Then L(t) Æ t = t   T and
X L(t)  Æ t = X t L(t)Æt = XT .
Since X and ˆX are dual with respect to m, the image of Pm on Ft under the inverse
operator t is precisely ˆPm . We state it as a lemma, which is well-known and may be
proved by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1.2 in [11].
Lemma 4.1. For any t > 0 and any non-negative Ft -measurable random vari-
able Y ,
Em(Y Æ t ) = ˆEmY , EmY = ˆEmY = ˆEm(Y Æ t ).
Lemma 4.2. Let t = t1 < t2 <    < tn , and S  (0, t1), U  (tn , 1), A, B 2B(V ),
C1, : : : , Cn 2 B(D). Then
Pm(L(t) 2 S, X L(t)  2 A, X t1 2 C1, : : : , X tn 2 Cn , X R(t) 2 B, R(t) 2U )
=
Z
x2C1 ,x22C2,:::,xn2Cn
ˆPx (t   T 2 S, XT 2 A)
 P Dt2 t1 (x , dx2)    P Dtn tn 1 (xn 1, dxn)Pxn (XT 2 B, T 2U   t) m(dx).
Proof. Clearly fL(t) 2 S, X L(t)  2 Ag 2 Ft . By the Markov property and Lem-
ma 4.1, we have
Pm(L(t) 2 S, X L(t)  2 A, X t1 2 C1, : : : , X tn 2 Cn , X R(t) 2 B, R(t) 2 U )
= Em(L(t) 2 S, X L(t)  2 A, PX t (X0 2 C1, : : : , X tn t 2 Cn , XT 2 B, T + t 2 U ))
= ˆEm[(1
fL(t)2S, X L(t) 2Ag(X t )) Æ t ]
= ˆEm[(X0); XT 2 S, T 2 t   S]
where
(x) = Px (X0 2 C1, : : : , X tn t 2 Cn , XT 2 B, T + t 2 U )
= 1C1 (x)P Dt2 t1 (x , dx2)    P Dtn tn 1(xn 1, xn) Pxn (XT 2 B, T 2 U   t).
Combining these together, the conclusion follows.
Corollary 4.1. We have the following two identities.
Pm(L(t) 2 S, X L(t)  2 A, X t 2 D, X R(t) 2 B, R(t) 2 U )
=
Z
D
ˆPx (T 2 t   S, XT 2 A) Px (T 2 U   t , XT 2 B) m(dx).
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Pm(L(t) < t , X L(t)  2 A, X R(t) 2 B)
=
Z
D
ˆPx (T  t , XT 2 A) PV (x , B) m(dx).
We consider
At :=
X
s2I : 0<st
f (X L(s) , X R(s)),
where f is a non-negative continuous function on V  V vanishing on the diagonal:
f (a, a) = 0 for any a 2 V . Clearly R(s) is a right continuous additive functional of X ,
and s 2 I if and only if R(s ) < R(s) and R(s ) = L(s). Thus
At =
X
0<st : R(s )<R(s)
f (X R(s ) , X R(s)).
Thus A is a raw additive functional of X . A raw AF means an increasing right con-
tinuous real process which is additive. An adapted raw AF is an AF. Refer to (35.5)
in [16]. Hence there exists a measure M on V  V n d such that
M( f ) = lim
t!0
1
t
Em
X
0<st : R(s )<R(s)
f (X L(s) , X R(s)).
Intuitively M may be called a measure induced by excursions away from V . From the
argument of Theorem 2.1, it is seen that the part (2) is also true when H is only a
raw AF. Hence it follows that the measure M is also independent of time change.
Theorem 4.1. If X is conservative, then M = N .
Proof. For n >= 1, let Dn := ftn,k = k=2n : k  0g and In,k = [tn,k 1, tn,k). If L(t) <
t < R(t) for some t 2 Dn , then we have L(t) = L(tn,k) 2 In,k for one and only one
k. On the other hand, for any t > 0, the excursion interval (L(t), R(t)) will have a
binary point in Dn for n large enough. Thus any excursion interval will be counted
finally and at most once in this way. Then by Corollary 4.1, we have for continuous
functions f , g on V with non-intersected supports,
M(g  f ) = lim
t!0
1
t
Em
X
0<st : R(s )<R(s)
g(X L(s) ) f (X R(s))
= lim
t!0
1
t
lim
n
Em
X
k : tn,kt
g(X L(tn,k ) ) f (X R(tn,k ))1fL(tn,k )2In,k g
= lim
t!0
1
t
lim
n
X
k : tn,kt
Em[g(X L(tn,k )) f (X R(tn,k ))1fL(tn,k )2In,k g]
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= lim
t!0
1
t
lim
n
X
k : tn,kt
Z
D
ˆEx (T 2 (0, 2 n], g(XT ))PV f (x) m D(dx)
= lim
t!0
1
t
lim
n
[2nt] ˆEPV f m D (g(XT ); T  2 n)
= N (g 
 f ),
where [2n t] is the biggest integer dominated by 2n t .
We shall compute the jumping measure of time changed process. Let X be a con-
servative Borel right process on E and A be a PCAF of X with V as its fine support,
and  its Revuz measure with respect to m. Let  = (t ) be the right continuous in-
verse of A. Set Yt := Xt , the time change of X . Then Y has its weak duality with
respect to measure . Hence
Yt  = Xt  
exists in V a.e. P. The jumping measure of Y relative to the duality measure  is
defined as
J Y ( f ) := lim
t#0
1
t
E
X
0<st
f (Xs , Xs) = limq!1 qE

X
0<t<1
e qt f (Yt , Yt ),
where f is any non-negative measurable function on V  V which vanishes on its
diagonal. The main result of this section gives an expression of J Y .
Theorem 4.2. If X is conservative, then it holds that J Y = N + JVV , JVV
should be understood as the jumping measure of X restricted on V  V .
Proof. Firstly it is known from §59 and §64 of [16] that 0 = infft : At > 0g = T .
By continuity of A, A
t = t provided t <1. Then it follows that
At = inffs : As > At g = inffs : As t Æ t > tg = T Æ t + t = R(t).
Thus for any t > 0, At = R(t) > t a.s. Let f be a non-negative measurable function on
V  V which vanishes on the diagonal. When m(E) < 1, it has been shown in the
proof of Theorem 5.1 of [10] that
J Y ( f ) = lim
t#0
1
t
Em
X
0<ut
f (X R(u ) , X R(u)).
Obviously R is continuous at u if and only if u = R(u) and Xu 2 V . Hence by Theo-
rem 4.1, we have
J Y ( f ) = lim
t!0
1
t
Em
X
0<ut
f (X R(u ) , X R(u))
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= lim
t!0
1
t
Em
X
0<ut , R(u )<R(u)
f (X L(u) , X R(u))
+ lim
t!0
1
t
Em
X
0<ut , R(u )=R(u)
f (Xu , Xu)
= N ( f ) + JVV ( f ).
The conclusion follows.
If m is only  -finite, take a bounded, strictly positive and integrable function  on
E , and let Bt :=
R t
0 (Xs) ds and denote its inverse by  . Then B is strictly increasing,
and consider the time change X 0 of X by B. The duality measure m 0 :=   m of X 0
is finite. It is easily seen that Y is identical to the time change of X 0 by its PCAF
A0 := A

, which has the same fine support V as A does, since  is strictly increasing
and continuous. Since m 0(E) = m() <1, it follows from the result above that J Y =
N 0 + J 0VV , where N 0 and J 0 are the Feller measure on V and jumping measure of X 0
(relative to m 0). Then the invariance plays a role. By Theorem 2.1, J 0 = J , and by
Theorem 3.1, N 0 = N . Hence we have J Y = N + JVV .
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